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Electron dynamics around the X line observed by the Cluster multi-satellite observations
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Magnetic reconnection plays an important role in the conversion from magnetic energy to thermal and kinetic energy in the
magnetotail. Plasma particles supplied from the lobe (inflow region) are accelerated and thermalized, then ejected into the plasma
sheet (outflow region).

Through more than a decade of recent satellite observations by Geotail, WIND and other satellites, we obtained plenty of ki-
netic features associated with magnetic reconnection: ion dynamics have been mostly revealed and there has been large progress
of theoretical and numerical analyses. Electron observations also gave us some interesting features, such as inflow beams associ-
ated with the Hall current system around the X line, however, several processes which cause atypical distributions, different from
the simple Maxwellian, are not yet clear. In order to reveal the spatial and temporal evolution of such electron distributions and
discuss mechanisms, we examined electron data obtained from PEACE instrument on board the four Cluster satellites. During
the magnetotail orbits (between July and October) from 2001 to 2003 with different spatial separation among the satellites, we
picked up several substorm events with fast ion flow observations and with highly thermalized flat-top electron distributions, and
examined the characteristics of electron distributions.

In the vicinity of the X line we found accelerated inward beams into X lines up to 5 keV, which is distinctively higher than the
inward beams observed in the plasma sheet-lobe boundary associated with the Hall current system

(0.5 - 1.0 keV), and similar energy as the edge of the background flat-top distributions. They are associated with high-energy
ion outflows, yet quadrupole-like By is not always clearly observed. We also discuss the spatial distribution of electron distribu-
tion functions among the satellites.


